The mechanism of proton translocation in respiratory complex I from molecular dynamics.
Respiratory complex I, the biggest enzyme of respiratory chain, plays a key role in energy production by the mitochondrial respiratory chain and has been implicated in many human neurodegenerative diseases. Recently, the crystal structure of respiratory complex I is reported. We perform 50 ns molecular dynamics simulations on the membrane domain of respiratory complex I under two hypothetical states (oxidized state and reduced state). We find that the density of water molecules in the trans-membrane domain under reduced state is bigger than that under oxidized state. The connecting elements (helix HL and β-hairpins-helix element) fluctuate stronger under reduced state than that under oxidized state, causing more internal water molecules and facilitating the proton conduction. The conformational changes of helix HL and the crucial charged residue Glu in TM5 play key roles in the mechanism of proton translocation. Our results illustrate the dynamic behavior and the potential mechanism of respiratory complex I, which provides the structural basis for drug design of respiratory complex I.